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Drift between the states, collect bits, beat rivals and get a high score in this pixelated
arcade style isometric driving game. This is a precursor to the bigger game: Interstate
Drifter 2000 Features: -Simple & unique gameplay, but hard to master -Retro color palettes
-CRT-filter and other screen effects -Xbox controller support -Local highscores/achievements
-Steam highscores/achievements/Badges Designed and developed by ULTIMO. About The
Game Interstate Drifter 1999: Drift between the states, collect bits, beat rivals and get a
high score in this pixelated arcade style isometric driving game. This is a precursor to the
bigger game: Interstate Drifter 2000 Features: -Simple & unique gameplay, but hard to
master -Retro color palettes -CRT-filter and other screen effects -Xbox controller support
-Local highscores/achievements -Steam highscores/achievements/Badges Designed and
developed by ULTIMO. --- My site: My Youtube channel: My twitter: My Youtube channel: My
twitter: From the developers of the critically acclaimed InterstateDrifter 1999 comes
Interstate Drifter 2000, a sequel sure to impress gamers and fans. Featuring four new and
challenging courses, a powerful host of new and improved features, more realistic game
play, and more racing than any other game on the market, the only thing lacking is your
gas pedal! From the developers of the critically acclaimed InterstateDrifter 1999 comes
Interstate Drifter 2000, a sequel sure to impress gamers and fans. Featuring four new and
challenging courses, a powerful host of new and improved features, more realistic game
play, and more racing than any other game on the market, the only thing lacking is your
gas pedal! A look at the planned upgrade from InterstateDrifter 1999 to Interstate Drifter
2000 From the developers of the critically acclaimed InterstateDrifter 1999 comes
Interstate Drifter 2000,

FAITH: The Unholy Trinity Features Key:
Let the Mechs fight each other
High replayability
Instructions in Portuguese and Spanish
Standard setting (the Mechs' movement is reduced by 8% each rank)
Supports ranked play up to 100 players (100 players is recommended, you may have to
lower the game settings though)

                 

                 

Note 1: This is not a pool game, you don't make chips in individual games
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